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Abstract
We demonstrate a dynamic phase contrast microscope based on photorefractive holographic
interferometry. This system allows us to quantify concentration changes during micro-mixing
processes by measuring the change of the optical path length. Therefore, no labelling processes
with dyes or tracers are needed. The obtained interferograms are evaluated by an intensity
analysis of every pixel, resulting in a high lateral resolution of about one micrometre, and the
possibility of real-time phase determination. Due to the interferometric nature of the method the
phase measurement is unambiguous for optical phase changes in the interval of zero to π

radians. We present the expansion of the phase measurement range by a two-wavelength
method, allowing us to resolve concentration changes down to 4 × 10−6 mol cm−3 and quantify
concentrations up to 10−3 mol cm−3. The result is an optimization of the resolution by a factor
of two and of the dynamic range by a factor of six in comparison to the single-wavelength
technique.

Keywords: phase measurement, microfluidics, microscopy, micro-mixing, label-free imaging,
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1. Introduction

Micro- and nanofluidic devices are of growing interest in
the fields of microscale chemical synthesis and medical
diagnostics [1]. The ability to control and manipulate
small amounts of fluids (10−9–10−18 l) has induced several
promising strategies such as micro-total analysis systems
(μTAS) [2] or lab-on-a-chip devices (LOC) [3]. One of
the most important issues in microfluidics is the mixing of
reagents [4]. On the small scales of the microdevices only
laminar flows occur and therefore mixing is only based on
diffusion and is thus less efficient. To ensure a complete and
rapid mixing of reagents, intelligent mixing strategies have
to be found. The desired control of quality and temporal
behaviour of mixing in newly developed devices requires a
non-intrusive, label-free analysis tool with high spatial and
temporal resolution. Although fluorescence-based techniques

such as laser-induced fluorescence have a great potential
according to chemical sensitivity and spatial resolution [5], the
dyes used can cause problems due to biotoxic implications [6].

Holographic interferometry is, due to its capability
of phase determination, very sensitive for the smallest
concentration changes of fluids and at the same time
completely non-intrusive. This ability is often used
for the measurement of fluidic concentration fields [7–9].
However, one restriction for interferometric concentration
measurements is the modulo 2π definition of the phase
information, leading to a phase ambiguity for optical path
length differences larger than the wavelength. To extend
the possible measurement range, typically dual- or multi-
wavelength techniques are utilized in holographic and digital
holographic interferometry [10–15].

In a previous work, we could show that a photorefractive
novelty filter with lithium niobate as the holographic medium
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is a promising tool for high sensitivity real-time micro-mixing
analysis [16]. This technique transfers temporally changing
phase information of an object into intensity information. Thus
we call it a dynamic phase contrast technique. In this paper, we
report on the development of a two-wavelength dynamic phase
contrast method in order to increase the measurable phase shift.
A further advantage of this technique relies on the independent
information out of the two simultaneous phase measurements
which leads to a higher accuracy. The application of the two-
wavelength dynamic phase contrast technique is demonstrated
by analysing concentration changes of a sodium chloride
solution in water in a micro-T-mixer and the measurement of
the change in the optical path length of a helium jet in air.

2. Dynamic phase contrast

The measurement method is based on real-time holographic
interferometry [7, 17] by photorefractive two-beam coupling.
Two coherent laser beams are superimposed in a photorefrac-
tive material. The resulting interference pattern is translated
into a refractive index pattern by the material, and subsequently
the beams are diffracted by this index lattice. If the refractive
index modulation is shifted with respect to the interference
pattern an energy transfer between the two beams occurs. This
phase shift can be caused by the photorefractive material itself,
as for example in barium titanate [18], or by an externally
introduced phase shift [16]. Depending on the coupling
strength and diffraction efficiency of the photorefractive
material, a complete energy transfer from one beam to the
other can be achieved [19]. If the depleted beam is chosen as
the signal-bearing beam, the measured intensity of this beam
will fall off to zero for a static input signal, and changes in
the signal beam, such as variation of amplitude or phase, will
instantaneously effect an increased output intensity [20–22].
Therefore this system is often described as a temporal high
pass filter, which detects temporally dynamic signals while
suppressing the static background (novelty filter) [23]. This
behaviour leads to several applications of the method, ranging
from bio-compatible dynamic phase contrast microscopy [24]
to micro-flow velocity field analysis [25]. Moreover, the
output intensity Iout is directly dependent on phase variations
introduced to the signal beam. Based on theoretical and
experimental investigations, the dependence of the dynamic
phase contrast output on a phase shift φ was found to be
described by the following equation [16]:

Iout = Imax sin2

(
φ

2
+ χ − π

2

)
, (1)

where Imax is the maximum intensity used in the system, which
is fixed during the measurement process. The extra phase
term χ takes a possible grating phase shift, introduced by
the photorefractive material or an external phase shift applied
to one of the two beams, into account. For a measurement
of phase shifts, the phase transfer function (PTF) of the
system has to be determined experimentally by introducing
known phase shifts onto either the signal or the reference
beam. With this PTF a simple look-up table can be created
to determine an unknown phase shift. The simplicity of this

dependence allows real-time measurements of phase changes
such as those introduced by density changes in fluids [16].
Equation (1) shows that the phase transfer function has a
quadratic sinusoidal dependence on the introduced phase shift
φ. This causes a limited range of uniqueness within the interval
from zero to π radians. For measurements of larger phase
shifts in realistic liquid and gaseous fluid flows, this limitation
has to be eliminated.

3. Two-wavelength dynamic phase contrast

In order to extend the range of uniqueness, at the same time
retaining the real-time data acquisition capability, we chose a
multiple-wavelength strategy. The optical phase shift φ can be
written as

φ =
(

π

λi
OPD

)
, (2)

where OPD is the optical path difference for a phase shift of
φ and the wavelength λi. In the case of a constant thickness
of the object under investigation this OPD is proportional to
the refractive index change of the object. The phase transfer
function for different wavelengths can then be written as

Iout,i = Imax sin2

(
π

λi
OPD + χ − π

2

)
. (3)

Here Iout,i is the intensity response of the dynamic phase
contrast for wavelength λi. In the following we assume that
χ = π/2. This assumption is based on the experimental
conditions, where we use lithium niobate as the photorefractive
material and apply an external phase shift of χ = π/2 to the
reference beam after the measurement of the phase transfer
function.

In the simplest case, two different wavelengths are
sufficient for an expansion of the unambiguous phase
measurement range. In figure 1(a) the two theoretical phase
transfer functions for λ1 = 532 nm and λ2 = 633 nm are
shown. The intensity response of the system to a phase shift
can then be described by a tuple of intensity values. The
trajectory of this intensity tuple for different phase shift ranges
is plotted in figures 1(b)–(d). An unambiguous allocation of an
intensity tuple to a phase shift is possible for nearly all phase
shifts in a finite value range (figures 1(b) and (c)). The single
intersections can be resolved by assuming a continuous phase
change in time or space. If the possible value range of phase
changes increases, the phase reconstruction is ambiguous
(figure 1 (d)). The non-ambiguous range can be calculated by
taking the effective wavelength, which is defined as

λeff = λ1λ2

|λ1 − λ2| . (4)

For the two wavelengths λ1 = 532 nm and λ2 = 633 nm
this effective wavelength is λeff = 3.33 μm, resulting in
a maximal range of non-ambiguous phase reconstruction for
the two-wavelength method of 12π (@λ1 = 532 nm). In
reality, inaccuracies in the intensity measurement have to be
taken into account. The smallest measurable phase difference
�φmin depends on the intensity detection system and is less
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Figure 1. (a) Phase transfer function for two wavelength: 532 and 633 nm. (b)–(c) Trajectory of the tuple of intensity response for different
value ranges of phase changes φ.

than �φmin = λ/20 or 0.1π at a wavelength of λ1 = 532 nm.
This decreases the non-ambiguous phase measurement range
to a value of about 6π . Nevertheless this is a large extension of
the technique compared to the single-wavelength method.

4. Experimental implementation

For the investigation of microfluidic mixing processes we
implemented the two-wavelength dynamic phase contrast
technique into a microscope set-up as sketched in figure 2.
The laser beams of a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser and
an HeNe laser were split into two beams, the signal and the
reference, with the help of a polarizing beamsplitter. The
signal beams were collimated to illuminate an object, which
was imaged with the help of microscope optics onto two
CCD cameras, one for each wavelength. These cameras
were synchronized and aligned to each other with sub-pixel
accuracy. All four beams, the signal beams and the reference
beams, were made to interfere in a photorefractive lithium
niobate crystal. We choose lithium niobate because of its large
photorefractive grating formation time constant, in order to
avoid trail formation, which would be detrimental for reliable
phase measurements [16, 22]. The reference beams, after
getting reflected off the polarizing beamsplitter, were directed
onto a piezo-controlled mirror (PM) after passing through a
quarter-waveplate (λ/4). This mirror served as a phase-shifting
element for calibrating the system, i.e. determining the PTF of
the system.

Figure 2. Experimental set-up of the two-wavelength dynamic phase
contrast microscope. BS: beamsplitter, CCD: cameras, DM: dichroic
mirror, L: lens, M: mirror, PM: photorefractive material, PST:
polarizing beamsplitter, λ/2: half-waveplate, λ/4: quarter-waveplate.

The measurement of phase changes, introduced by
microfluidic processes, was realized in three steps. First
the background images, consisting of the microfluidic system
with a reference fluid in it, was stored as a hologram in the
photorefractive material. Therefore a total laser power of
3 mW for each wavelength was used to store this reference
state with an exposure time of 60 s and an intensity beam
ratio of approximately one. Subsequently we changed the
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Figure 3. PIV measurement of a typical laminar flow field in the
T-channel used for concentration measurements. The y component
of velocity is visualized by the colour-coded background.

intensity ratio of the beams to 1/10 with a total power of
300 nW and introduced a phase shift to the reference beams
to set the working point of the dynamic phase contrast output.
Because of the reduced total intensity during the readout
process, undisturbed measurements could be performed for
more than 2 h. We calibrated the system by determining its
PTF at each pixel of the CCD camera, in order to reduce the
artefacts arising out of inhomogeneous illumination. As the
third step we started the phase change measurement.

It is important that the refractive index change due to a
concentration change of the test object is the same for both
wavelengths. For the two wavelengths λ1 = 532 nm and
λ2 = 633 nm the dispersion difference of pure water and
the maximal sodium chloride concentration of 10−3 mol cm−3

yields an error in optical path length difference of π/75 [26].
Further error sources of the phase change determination can
be caused by vibrations of the set-up or electronic noise of
the camera. In order to quantify this error, we performed
long-time stability experiments by measuring given optical
path length differences. The deviation of the measured values
from the predetermined phase shifts was less than π/20 in all
experiments. Because the dispersion difference leads to a much
smaller uncertainty of the OPD determination we neglected
this error source in the measurements.

5. Analysis of microfluidic mixing processes

To study micro-mixing of liquids, we constructed a T-shaped
mixing channel with a height of 500 μm and a channel
width of 1 mm for the input channels and 2 mm for the
outflow. After storing the initial holograms of the T-channel
with water in it and measuring the PTF, we started the
phase change measurement and let an NaCl solution in water
(85.5 mmol l−1) flow into the channel. In this experiment the
liquids were pumped into the channel with a syringe pump with
an average flow rate of 18 mm s−1, resulting in a laminar flow.

Figure 4. Measurement of concentration changes due to diffusive
mixing of an NaCl solution (85.5 mmol l−1) in water. The inflow of
the two fluids was stopped after taking the first image. The last image
was taken 30 s after the first image. The frame rate of the imaging
system was 30 fps in this measurement.

The 2D velocity field, measured by particle image velocimetry
in this T-channel, is shown in figure 3.

Due to the laminar nature of the flow, the two liquids
do not mix with each other. A diffusive mixing process
was introduced by stopping the flow and was analysed by
comparing the output intensities with the PTF. Due to a linear
relationship of the refractive index and the concentration C of
an aqueous sodium chloride solution for the two wavelengths
of λ1 = 532 nm and λ2 = 633 nm [26] we can calculate
the concentration change �C from the optical path length
difference, OPD:

�C = k�n = k

d
OPD = K OPD. (5)

The constant factor k is dependent on the fluid, the
temperature and the pressure of the fluid. Therefore in the
experiment it is more accurate to determine the factor K by
measuring the optical path length difference of a standard with
known concentrations at the same conditions of temperature
and pressure as in the following measurement. Uncertainties
because of channel thickness deviations can be suppressed in
the same way as illumination inhomogeneities by determining
K for every pixel. Figure 4 shows the result after the
calibration has been applied to the images. The minimum
change in the optical path length that we can currently detect
with the system is related to λ/40, which corresponds to a
concentration change of 4 × 10−6 mol cm−3 for a channel
thickness of 500 μm. The maximal concentration change in
the unique reconstruction range is now up to 10−3 mol cm−3,
which is an increase by a factor of six in comparison to the
single-wavelength method.

6. Visualization of gas flows

For a demonstration of the capability to visualize gaseous flows
we choose a gas mixing chamber as shown in figure 5. The
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Figure 5. Gas mixing chamber for analysis of gaseous flows. Left: photograph of the chamber. The length of the chamber is 60 mm, while
the diameter of the observation windows is 25 mm. Right: sketch of the coaxial nozzle. The diameter of the inner channel is 3 mm, while the
diameter of the outer ring channel is 5.4 mm.

temperature and pressure inside this chamber are adjustable to
ensure stable measurement conditions. The inlet is realized
as a coaxial nozzle as sketched on the right side of figure 5
and can be used to mix two gases. The inner diameter of the
nozzle is d = 3 mm and the outer diameter is d = 5.4 mm.
The full width of the chamber in the viewing direction is
l = 60 mm, while the diameter of the observation windows is
25 mm. The measurement procedure is the same as described
in the previous section for liquid flows. As the initial state
we stored the holograms of the mixing chamber with air in
it. Hereafter we measured the phase transfer function and
calibrated the system by introducing known phase shifts by the
piezo-mirror. As a first example we choose helium as a test gas
and compressed it with pHe = 2 bar through the inner channel
of the nozzle. The surrounding medium was air at a pressure
of pair = 1 bar, resulting in a refractive index difference of
about �n = 2.3 × 10−4. Because of the faster velocities in
the gaseous flow relative to the liquid flows we changed the
camera settings to 70 frames per second and an exposure time
of 50 μs. In figure 6 the calibrated results show a phase shift
of φ = 1.5 μm or 5.6π(@λ1 = 532 nm) introduced by the
helium jet. This phase shift is close to the maximal possible
phase shift of φmax = 1.66 μm or 6.2π(@λ1 = 532 nm)

which can be determined unambiguously by the system. In
the case of this fully three-dimensional object it has to be
pointed out that the dynamic phase contrast integrates the
phase shift over the full length of the mixing chamber. The
measurements are projections of the three-dimensional system
onto a two-dimensional plane. For a fully three-dimensional
determination of phase shifts the dynamic phase contrast can
be combined, for example, with tomographic techniques.

7. Conclusion

We have presented a dynamic phase contrast microscopy
system based on holographic interferometry. For the extension
of the phase measurement range we developed a two-
wavelength method and could show an expansion of the
measurement range by a factor of six. This development
enables us to investigate density changes in liquid systems as
well as gaseous flows in real time with high resolution. We

Figure 6. Determination of the phase shift introduced by a helium jet
in air. The round aperture in the images is 25 mm in diameter and the
nozzle is a coaxial nozzle with a diameter of 3 mm.

studied the mixing process of two liquids, namely a sodium
chloride solution in water. The achieved accuracy of the
concentration measurement was better than 4×10−6 mol cm−3.
In a gaseous flow system we could measure the phase shift
introduced by a helium jet in air to be 1.5 μm or 5.6π

(@532 nm). The contact- and tracer-free nature, the low power
requirements and the real-time operability of this technique
makes it a promising tool for micro- and macrofluid flow
analysis.
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